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Reinforcement Project (described in Section 1.4.1).  If the Dixonville Route is chosen, it
is likely that the line would parallel the Proposed Action.  Also, BPA and other utilities
would likely consider constructing any necessary future transmission lines parallel to the
existing lines.  Expanding the right-of-way and adding another taller transmission line
could increase visual impacts in the area to residential viewers.
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Proposed Action – Visual impact mitigation is recommended, especially along the
portion of new right-of-way to the northeast where a visual change would occur to
existing residential/rural properties.

• In this area, minimize the height of new structures and the width of new right-of-
way to minimize clearing and reduce visual impact.

• Use dark wood poles and non-specular conductors and dark colored insulators to
help reduce visual contrast with existing visual resource qualities in the area.

Alternative Action –

• Careful location of the transmission line structures and use of dark colors would
blend with the colors of the forested hills that are a backdrop for transmission
line views.

• Consider a small route relocation around Libby (parallel to the PacifiCorp line).
If this is impossible, use a single pole design (dark poles) with dark colored
stand-off post insulators.  This design is very simple and is more compatible with
a residential area.
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No developed recreation sites exist next to the existing and new right-of-way.
Dispersed recreation, such as hiking, hunting, backpacking, and wildlife viewing and
hunting are the types of recreation that might occur.

The Alternative Action crosses more intensively developed lands.  Public exposure
to the line is high at the crossings of Isthmus Slough and Highway 101, and in the portion
of the line that passes through Libby.  Vegetation has grown quite close to the line in
many locations and danger trees would likely need to be removed.  This would increase
line visibility.  Access road improvements would also disturb natural vegetation that has
grown within the right-of-way.  This alternative would alter the semi-natural quality that
now exists along the line, and would resemble a new right-of-way when construction is
complete.








































































































































































